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The Work/Life Balance
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Tune in

June 02nd 2017:Community of Dads - Mark LaMaster
Rick will interview Mark LaMaster, author of Friday Night Lights for
Fathers and Sons, about his Community of Dads project. From
Mark, "Is it just me, or when us dads get together, why do we end up
talking about the weather, sports, and work? Rarely, if ever, do we
talk about dad stuff. Why? Well, the more I learn about and
experience with other dads, I have realized that most of us just
don’t know how to start the conversation. Or, we think that if we
bring up the topic of fatherhood, we might sound insecure, weak,
or maybe even a bit weird. Let’s admit it, talking about fatherhood
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Featured Guest
Mark LaMaster
Mark LaMaster is an author, speaker, and dad consultant whose mission is to
help re-energize dads in America by providing faith-based fatherhood resources
to help them become the dads they always dreamed of. What started off as
writing Friday Night Lights for Fathers and Sons for him and his son has
transformed into a full-time ministry which includes one-on-one coaching, an
online video course, countless fatherhood resources, and a long list of speaking
appearances—all with the goal of helping dads develop deeper and more
meaningful relationships with their children and with God. Visit Community of
Dads
Read more
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